A new, improved way to give your competition headaches.

(System 2000 terminals, $8,250*.)

The Lexidata System 2000. In terms of price, it's the most affordable step forward in raster technology since the development of raster technology.

In terms of performance, System 2000 will outdo any terminal near it in price and many that cost considerably more.

The combination of which will give you an edge if you're an OEM. In fact, quite a considerable edge.

And what will it give your competition? Something to keep them awake nights.

More OEM flexibility There are five processor option slots in a System 2000 terminal. They'll allow you to add more serial ports, and more program memory (up to 1.28 megabytes).

A detachable keyboard with integral joystick is standard with pre-programmed peripheral interfaces.

User code may be downloaded to augment the system's capabilities, off-load the host CPU, and increase system response time.

Low price. High performance. And a whole new bend in flexibility.

A new ergonomic policy
On the screen, there are four hardware assisted work spaces. Each with a set of functions that you can call up with simple English commands.

These individual workspaces reduce the overall system cost by eliminating the need for a separate alphanumeric display and a menu space on the digitizer work surface.

This feature, plus the fact that the System 2000 has a multitasking operating system, contribute to two very important aspects of customer concern: Ease of learning and ease of use.

Improves Tektronix® PLOT-10™ four ways
You can put the System 2000 in a PLOT-10 environment very simply. And very quickly, you can improve that environment.

The System 2000 will give you a 62.5% higher resolution on a 1280 by 1024 line screen.

In black and white, the System 2000 will give you steady, flicker-free graphics. At a refresh rate of 60 Hz.

In color, the System 2000 can provide you with 16 simultaneous colors from a palette of 4096 shades of color.

There's more, too. Standard features like zoom, pan, text scroll and independently controlled cursors. And options like an 11" x 11" data tablet and a hard copy interface.

If you're interested in a demonstration of all this call (617) 663-8550 or write to us at 755 Middlesex Turnpike, Billerica, MA 01821. TWX 710-347-1574.

LEXIDATA

The clear choice in raster graphics.

* PLOT-10 is a registered trademark of TEKTRONIX
* System 2000, black and white model, $8250 in quantities of 50.
* System 2000, color model, $11,621 in quantities of 50.
* 1982 Lexidata Corporation
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